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Textures and Strips
The 2 different textures in DREAM
The DREAM strips come in two qualities- Classic -smooth and Luminare-pleated. These two textures
are available across the range of DREAM products.
Classic:
The DREAM with its smooth, matt finish is called a Classic . The Classic texture lends a transparence
and vivacity to colors, creating a luminous watercolor effect when there is sufficient light. When
different strip colors are used, they merge seamlessly into each other, making tantalizing new colors.
The Classic texture can be found in both the DREAM Color- ranges - KALEIDO and ROYAL. The
KALEIDO range with a quality designed for resilience, offers a selection of14 CLASSIC colors. The
ROYAL range showcases 10 exclusive CLASSIC colors.
Luminare:
The DREAM with its crimped, pleated finish is called a LUMINARE The Luminare texture accentuates
colors, despite its translucency. Its abstract pattern of tucks and pleats diffuses light, making it a
perfect texture for muted settings. The Luminare texture can be found in the DREAM Color- range
KALEIDO where it is offered in 14 colors corresponding to the 14 CLASSIC colors. A Luminare
Dream is 20% higher in price per sqm to a Classic Dream.
The different strip-widths in DREAM
The different widths of DREAM strips are maintained in proportion to their lengths and textures to
preserve visual balance. The standard DREAM strip-widths are always the average measure .The
actual width of a strip may vary by 1-2cms, more or less.
for CURTAIN :
10cm is the width for Classic strips with 35-75cm height
14cm is the standard width for Classic strips strips above 76cm height.
20cm is the standard width for all Luminare pleated strips.
In Multistyle are variable Strip-widths.
for TABLE
The standard width of the strips is 20cm.
for LIGHT
The width of strips differs in each model:
lotus

10 cm for both layers, Luminare & Classic

pure

10 cm for the single layer of Luminare

avera

20cm for the single layer of Luminare

ombre

10 &14cm for the 3 layers of Classic

zephyr

20cm for the single layer of Luminare
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